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Abstract:
The goal of this work is to transform informational and instructional content into adaptive and personalized training experiences. We have
developed semi-automated methods to do this that parallel the traditional “ADDIE” (Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and
Evaluation) process. The source content can include documents, presentations and manuals and existing courseware. The techniques use
artificial intelligence (AI), data mining, and natural language processing and generally belong to the discipline of “educational data
mining.” This poster/demo demonstrates the processes and discusses the algorithms used.

1. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Today’s digital environment is rich with learning content, but
much of it is purely didactic in nature. This content includes
manuals and presentations not intended for instructional purposes
and e-learning that consists of presentations and lectures with
multiple choice questions. As online learning replaces instructorled training in corporations, government agencies, and
educational institutions [10], its effectiveness can be improved by
transforming this wealth of didactic content into more interactive
and adaptive learning experiences [5].
Here, we address aspects this transformation problem in the
context of multiple research and commercial projects. A large
portion of the work we report here comes from a U.S. Army
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) project called Tools
for the Rapid Generation of Expert Models, or TRADEM, that
applies data mining to (a) deconstruct existing content at a deep
and granular level and (b) reconstruct it in a form that can be used
to create adaptive intelligent tutoring systems. This process
automates many steps in the “ADDIE” (Analysis, Design,
Development, Implementation, and Evaluation) process [1]
commonly used to develop instructional content.

1.1 Motivation
The three primary benefits of applying EDM to automate a
process such as ADDIE are cost, speed, and the effectiveness of
the training produced.
Data about e-learning development [3] shows that about 40% of
the cost involves analysis and design tasks, which includes the
expensive activity of engaging with subject matter experts. Using
EDM to extract the domain analyses and instructional designs
from existing content is more cost-effective than going through
the entire ADDIE process each time instruction is developed. For
example, in Army Civilian Affairs training using TRADEM,
simulations provide experiential learning on how to conduct
civilian affairs in current, real-world situations. The content
changes frequently, requiring continual repetition of the ADDIE
process. As a result, manual processes are too slow and too
expensive, but automated the generation of up to date domain
models, concept and skill maps, and instructional content allows
the Army Civilian Affairs Corps to rapidly deploy new training in
response to a real and changing world.
Providing highly effective training also drives the development of
TRADEM. Classroom instruction and most existing e-learning

falls far short of the effect sizes that have been shown to be
achieved with intelligent tutoring systems [4; 13]. While
TRADEM can be used to develop and implement many different
types of learning environments, our work has focused on
producing intelligent tutors.

2. DESCRIPTION OF TRADEM
ADDIE’s design step consists of determining learning objectives,
sequencing instruction, and writing assessments. TRADEM
automates this step via an assisted full workflow solution.
Workflow: First, TRADEM extracts a topic map from a userinput corpus of content. This topic map visualizes a set of topics
that cover the core topics present in the input corpus. For each
node (topic) in the concept map, TRADEM then selects the
pieces (granules) of the initial input corpus most associated with
that topic. Next, TRADEM builds an assessment for each topic
based on the granules associated with that topic. On demand,
these assessments are then exported in an intelligent tutoring
format for use in instruction.
Topic Generation: TRADEM ingests a corpus of content and
performs a front-end analysis that results in a concept map
consisting of a directed tree of topics. The topics are extracted
from the corpus using topic-detection techniques [9] that are
applied as described in [12]. The number of topics generated
optimizes coverage of the input corpus, but the user can alter the
number of topics based on pedagogical needs. This is necessary
in real-world applications. For example, the user may wish to
match a list of topics that appear in standardized curricula.
To determine topic relationships and order, TRADEM calculates
a relation strength for each pair of topics, creating a graph with
relationship strengths between all topics. This fully connected
graph is transformed into a directed tree spanning all topics by
inferring directionality using a precedence metric and tree
selection algorithm based on aggregate relationship strength. We
interpret this tree as representing optimal learner paths between
any two topics in the input corpus. This mirrors the way classical
instructional designs progress through a subject, including
intermediate learning objectives leading to a terminal learning
target [12].
Content Granules: To identify the pieces of the input corpus
most closely aligned with each topic in the topic tree, TRADEM
decomposes the input corpus into granules of content. For
standard text, these are paragraphs, while slides and bulleted lists
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may end up as single or multiple granules. A sentence parsing
algorithm is used to selecting which sentences in the granule are
best suited to generate assessment questions using assessment
generation techniques based on the work of Mitkov, Ha, Heilman
and Smith [8; 11]. These techniques produce template forms that
can be transformed into essay or multiple choice questions using
a manual process. Additionally, each granule is automatically
tagged with suggested relevant instructional types. For example,
the Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT)
includes an Engine for Macro- and Micro-Adaptive Pedagogy
(EMMAP), that recognizes four pedagogical strategies: Rule,
Example, Recall, or Practice [5]. This allows granules associated
with each topic to be selected by an intelligent tutor based on its
pedagogical needs. Thus, extracted topics are associated with
meaningful chunks of corpus content that become the basis for
real instruction driven by an intelligent tutoring framework.
Tutor Implementation: The target intelligent tutor we currently
produce is dialogue-based tutor that we call T-Tutor. It is
described in more detail in [2]. T-Tutor engages the learner in
conversation in one panel and displays content in another. A chat
bot powered by ChatScript [14] gives T-tutor the capability to
engage in human-modeled conversation. Student responses are
evaluated against target responses using ChatScript’s innate
functionality and standard semantic analysis techniques like those
used by the AutoTutor family of tutors [6; 7].
T-Tutor uses GIFT as its core adaptivity engine[5]. GIFT guides
the learner through a topic sequence from the extracted topic tree
and guides learner-level pedagogy by adaptively selecting
granules based on pedagogical need and learner state. In order to
provide a dynamic link between the analyzed content and specific
intelligent tutor, TRADEM generates on-demand JSON files that
encodes all of the information needed for an intelligent tutor to
adaptively and interactively implement a pedagogical plan.
Evaluation: In our Topic Detection, we use AI and data mining
techniques to extract topics and sequencing data. This results in
an a priori model based implied by the source materials. Our goal
in evaluation is to use actual learning outcomes to update this
model. To this end, TRADEM enables the delivery system to
report observed assessment results, with each result mapped to
one or more learning outcomes or topics. Once data is gathered, it
will be processed to determine the goodness-of-fit between the
observed data, the existing topic model, and other potential
variants of this model.
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